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	Fuzzy Models and Algorithms for Pattern Recognition and Image Processing presents a comprehensive introduction of the use of fuzzy models in pattern recognition and selected topics in image processing and computer vision. Unique to this volume in the Kluwer Handbooks of Fuzzy Sets Series is the fact that this book was written in its entirety by its four authors. A single notation, presentation style, and purpose are used throughout. The result is an extensive unified treatment of many fuzzy models for pattern recognition. The main topics are clustering and classifier design, with extensive material on feature analysis relational clustering, image processing and computer vision. Also included are numerous figures, images and numerical examples that illustrate the use of various models involving applications in medicine, character and word recognition, remote sensing, military image analysis, and industrial engineering.

	

	Fuzzy sets were introduced in 1965 by Lotfi Zadeh with a view to reconcile mathematical modeling and human knowledge in the engineering sciences. Since then, a considerable body of literature has blossomed around the concept of fuzzy sets in an incredibly wide range of areas, from mathematics and logic to traditional and advanced engineering methodologies (from civil engineering to computational intelligence). Applications are found in many contexts, from medicine to finance, from human factors to consumer products, from vehicle control to computational linguistics, and so on.... Fuzzy logic is now used in the industrial practice of advanced information technology.

	

	As a consequence of this trend, the number of conferences and publications on fuzzy logic has grown exponentially, and it becomes very difficult for students, newcomers, and even scientists already familiar with some aspects of fuzzy sets, to find their way in the maze of fuzzy papers. Notwithstanding circumstantial edited volumes, numerous fuzzy books have appeared, but, if we except very few comprehensive balanced textbooks, they are either very specialized monographs, or remain at a rather superficial level. Some are even misleading, conveying more ideology and unsustained claims than actual scientific contents.
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Packages and AbstractionOpen University Press, 2009

	In thisunit,weconsider anumber of facilities of Java that are particularly useful for structuring larger systems.





	Classesand class hierarchies are the fundamental structuring concepts for Java programs. In larger programs, consisting of many classes, we oftenneed ahigher level of structure also. The Java language provides the...
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Electromagnetics Explained: A Handbook for Wireless/ RF, EMC, and High-Speed Electronics, Part of the EDN Series for Design EngineersNewnes, 2002
*Covers topics using conceptual explanations and over 150 lucid figures, in place of complex mathematics
*Demystifies antennas, waveguides, and transmission line phenomena
*Provides the foundation necessary to thoroughly understand signal integrity issues associated with high-speed digital design

Written for engineers by an...
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Digital Image Processing (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
Interest in digital image processing methods stems from two principal application
areas: improvement of pictorial information for human interpretation; and
processing of image data for storage, transmission, and representation for autonomous
machine perception.This chapter has several objectives: (1) to define
the scope of the...
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Pilates and Conditioning for DancersCrowood Press, 2021

	
		Professional dance is an exciting but demanding career to choose, and the dancer of today needs to be physically prepared for the stress on the body that a performing life entails. Pilates and Conditioning for Dancers is a practical guide to exercises designed specifically for dance students and professionals alike. The...
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An Introduction to Orthodontics (Oxford Medical Publications)Oxford University Press, 2001

	Orthodontics is concerned with facial growth and the development of the dentition and occlusion. A solid understanding of orthodontics is an essential prerequisite to treatment planning in children and invaluable in the management of adult dentition. As a result of the speed at which clinical practice changes, a new edition of which clinical...
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Open Text Metastorm ProVision® 6.2 Strategy ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2011

	Look around you. Everything that is made has been designed, with one exception: we don't design the very organizations that make the things you see, hear, feel, touch and taste. This is a very curious omission.


	Now all this is changing. Visionary organizations have started to do just that – they are designing their...
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